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ABSTRACT
We investigate the automatic generation of topic pages as an alternative to the current Web search paradigm. We describe a
general framework, which combines query log analysis to build
aspect models, sentence selection methods for identifying relevant
and non-redundant Web sentences, and a technique for sentence
ordering. We evaluate our approach on biographical topics both
automatically and manually, by using Wikipedia as reference.

Categories and Subject Descriptors: H.3.3 [Information
Storage and Retrieval]: Information Search and Retrieval

General Terms: Algorithms, Experimentation, Measurement.
Keywords: topic pages, aspect models, query logs.

1. INTRODUCTION
We define topic pages as content hubs, which aggregate useful information on particular topics from sources all over the
Web, and enable users to easily navigate to those sources.
They collect and organize information pertaining to different
aspects of a topic in one place, explicitly addressing redundancy and diversity in addition to relevance. Figure 1 shows
an example topic page automatically generated by our system for the topic “William Shatner”, which covers distinct
relevant aspects, such as his acting career, famous movies,
books, and TV commercials, and provides links to various
Web sources for additional information on each aspect. In
contrast to typical Web search result pages, whose snippets often provide superficial and/or redundant information,
topic pages present a single high-quality summary while retaining pointers to a multitude of information sources.
One of the key challenges in generating topic pages is
defining the notion of information usefulness. Wikipedia’s
content harvests the wisdom of the crowds, but with a bias
toward what the active contributors believe is important for
a topic. Multi-document summarization systems often define the information usefulness of sentences based on properties of the summarized documents themselves. In contrast,
we employ Web search query logs to build aspect models that
capture a consensus of user interests with respect to the topics. We then attempt to cover these aspects accurately and
non-redundantly, task which includes sentence retrieval and
ranking, as well as coherent aggregation of the information.
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Figure 1: Example topic page for “William Shatner”

2. RELATED WORK
Topic page generation could be viewed as a topic-focused
multi-document summarization task. However, a crucial difference is that typical multi-document summarization
systems utilize a pool of given text documents and employ
word-based statistics from the input pool directly to determine sentences that need to be added to the summary [8].
While the documents obtained through Web search by querying a topic are often related to that topic, they frequently
contain irrelevant information and lack cohesiveness, which
makes them difficult to summarize [7]. Instead of using the
documents alone, Lacatusu et al.’s system [6] breaks down a
complex query into simpler queries and produces summaries
as responses to those queries. In a similar fashion, we generate aspect models for a topic from query logs, and employ
them to construct the topic pages, thereby avoiding the difficult task of summarizing non-cohesive Web documents.
Early work on biography generation has focussed on
multi-document summarization of information from news
collections [10, 11]. Alani et al. [1] use pre-defined biographical templates to collect biographical facts, Filatova
and Prager [5] identify person-specific, occupation-specific,
and general biographical events, while Biadsy et al. [3] learn
a biographical sentence classifier from Wikipedia and TDT4.
Conversely, we extract from query logs aspect models with
varying degrees of specificity to the target topic and similar
topics, without the need to explicitly capture occupational
roles, templates, or contextual patterns.
In contrast to Web search results clustering (e.g., [12]),
which implicitly attempts to discover sub-topics within search
results, we use explicit aspects derived from query logs to
retrieve relevant sentences and then organize them in a co-

Table 2: Example sentences for the topic “Adrien Brody” and the aspect “The Pianist”.
Adrien Brody, best known for his Oscar-winning performance in “The Pianist,” was in the audience Friday at the opening.
Rachel Weisz (The Constant Gardener), Adrien Brody (The Pianist), Mark Ruffalo (Zodiac), and Rinko Kikuchi (Babel) star in THE BROTHERS BlOOM [...]
Adrien Brody received widespread recognition when he was cast as the lead in Roman Polanski’s The Pianist (2002).
Adrien Brody is a New York actor who is known to international audiences as the star of Roman Polanski’s 2002 film, The Pianist.

overlooking sentences with only pronominal references, this
approach cannot ensure that the focus of the selected sentence is the targeted aspect. The mere presence of the topic
and the aspect is not always an adequate indicator of relevance. For example, Table 2 shows four sentences extracted
for the topic “Adrien Brody” and the aspect “The Pianist”,
of which the first two do not focus on the targeted aspect.
To identify sentences that focus on the connection between the topic and an aspect, we make use of aspect-specific
contexts, which rely on the observation that the contexts in
which an aspect occurs often differ from the contexts of other
aspects, as well as the overall topic context. Therefore, we
first build an aspect-specific context vector for each aspect
by extracting the terms in all sentences containing the topic
and the aspect. These give more weight to words related
to the aspect than to noisy words from sentences that have
other foci (e.g., the context vector for “Adrien Brody” and
“The Pianist” contains entries for “Oscar”, “Roman Polanski”, “won”, “award”, “star”, etc.) Then, we interpolate the
aspect-specific context vector with the entire aspect vector.
Finally, we compute the vectorial similarity of the candidate
sentences with the corresponding context vector.

sentence-level metrics. To favor diversity, we also employ
modified D-metrics, for which we allow each reference sentence to be matched by at most one of the selected sentences.

5.3 Redundancy and Diversity

We first determined the parameter values for each sentence
selection method by using exhaustive grid search on the development set and then we compared the results.
The performance numbers for the automatic sentence selection methods (Figure 4(b)) are comparable to those obtained for the Web biographies. As expected, Full Aspect
obtains poor performance on the diversity based measures.
Novelty and Diversity, which use Full Aspect for initial ranking, do not provide substantial gains, due to the poor-quality
initial ranking. For Diversity, removing aspects from the aspect vector leads to poor quality sentences being retrieved
as the context for ranking gets reduced. Typical and DT outperform the other sentence selection methods across
all measures. Typical focuses on retrieving the best possible sentence for each aspect by leveraging the aspect specific context. Conversely, D-T improves the concept-level
precision and recall measures, as explicitly promoting diversity improves D-recall. Even though the aspect vector
is trimmed at each iteration, D-T is able to handle the reduced context better than Diversity because it interpolates
the aspect vector and the aspect-specific context vector.
Based on these findings, we chose D-T with empiricallybest δ = 0.5 and λ = 0.25, for sentence selection in our final
system. Also, we obtained the corresponding aspect models
interpolation parameters as being: Am = 0.1S+0.7R+0.2G.

An important feature of the proposed topic pages is the
non-redundant coverage of aspects. Redundancy is caused
mainly by the aspect models extracted from query logs and
by sentences that cover multiple aspects. Using the relevance scores alone may lead to selecting sentences that share
aspects and common vocabulary. To remove redundancy
and promote selection of novel sentences, we can adopt the
techniques used in novelty detection work [2], and gather
iteratively a set of sentences by adding to the set a new sentence based on a linear combination of its relevance score and
its novelty score with respect to the current set (the Novelty
method). However, direct application of such a technique
does not ensure the coverage of all the aspects of interest.
To enforce both diversity and novelty in the sentence selection process, we also investigated the following methods:
Typical : For each aspect, extract sentences that contain the
aspect and the topic, and build a context vector. Re-rank
all sentences based on their cosine similarity to a linear interpolation of the aspect vector and the new context vector.
Diversity: Starting with the full aspect vector, iteratively
select one sentence that is most similar to the aspect vector. After each selection, modify the aspect vector by downweighting the aspects covered in the selected sentence by δ.
Repeat until the desired number of sentences are selected.
Diversity+Typical (D-T): Start with the full aspect vector.
Select an aspect from the full aspect vector. Use the Typical
method to get the best candidate sentence for the aspect.
Then, remove all the aspects covered by the selected sentence. Repeat the process until no more aspects remain in
the vector or the desired number of sentences are selected.

6. EXPERIMENTS
Given a set of topics and their corresponding aspect models, we conduct sentence selection experiments by employing Wikipedia sentences.4 We use both term-based and
4

We exclude Wikipedia articles from the pool of Web documents retrieved.

6.1 Aspect Models Combination
During training we allow each method to learn its own weights
for interpolating the self (S ), related (R) and general (G)
aspect models: Am = βS + γR + (1 − (β + γ))G. Then the
weighted aspect vector is trimmed to retain only the top n
= 30 aspects, number which gives the best precision-recall
trade-off in the Wikipedia-based evaluation.

6.2 Wikipedia vs. Other Web Biographies
To establish an expectation for the range of values, we first
compared Web biographies against Wikipedia. For 10 random development topics, we manually picked ‘the best’ biographical page from the top 10 Web search results. We
then compared the sentences in those biographies against
the sentences in Wikipedia. Figure 4(a) shows the results
for this comparison. All sentence-level metrics indicate a lexical mismatch between the Web biographies and Wikipedia.
Concept-based precision and recall measures are also low.

6.3 Comparison of Selection Methods

7. SENTENCE ORDERING
Once sentences pertaining to the important aspects of a
given topic are collected, it is desirable that they are presented in a coherent manner. Biographies typically follow
the natural timeline of events in a person’s life. Because
Wikipedia biographies usually obey this rule, we use them
as training data to learn how to order biographical sentences. Our approach is to assign precedence scores for pairs
of words based on Wikipedia evidence and then use these
scores to order the sentences collected for each topic.
We first build a restricted vocabulary of words with at
least 5 occurrences in the Wikipedia training set. For each

